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1. You are required to engage in the same behavior, decorum, and attire as you would in a live 

classroom. 

2. You must designate a distraction free area to attend the class from that is free from background 

noise, other people, or other things that will distract your attention from the class or distract 

your fellow students.  

3. You must not engage in any behavior that may distract other students such as (but not limited to) 

driving, eating, sleeping, smoking, vaping, excessive movement or walking with your camera, 

and unnecessary chats during class.  

4. You must attend 100% of the course as outlined in the IREC Attendance Policies and remain 

actively engaged for the duration of the course.  

5. You are required to have a webcam with a working microphone and continuous video feed. Your 

video feed must be clear enough that the instructor and moderator can see your face at all times, 

and you must keep a continuous video feed during all classroom instruction.  

6. Cell phones must not be used to connect to the virtual classroom and cell phone use is prohibited 

during classroom instruction.  

7. You are required to test your equipment and technology with the provider prior to the start of 

class. A reliable internet connection with sufficient bandwidth is required. 

8. You may only turn off or pause your video feed, use a virtual background, or assign an avatar 

during scheduled breaks. 

9. You are required to actively engage during all sessions and respond to all questions, polls, and 

prompts from the instructor and moderator. If you fail to respond to prompts during the class, 

you may be required to provide justification for why you missed the prompt.  

10. You must maintain a professional demeanor and engage in professional behavior during 

classroom instruction and interact with other individuals in a way that promotes and enhances 

learning for all. 

 

For prelicense students, you must keep any test questions or information learned during the exam 

confidential. You must not discuss the final exam questions with any other individual other than the 

course instructor or provider.  

 

Check Minimum System Requirements:  

Dearborn RE Campus:  https://www.dearborn.com/products/recampus/  

Zoom Pro: https://zoom.us/  

WebEx Training: https://help.webex.com/en-us/landing/ld-mzc23k-WebexTraining/Webex-

Training  
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